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Housefull 2 is about the Kapoor family. Daboo and Chintu are brothers but they hate each other to
the core. Even their wives and daughters hate each other. Both claim that they are going to get the
richest son-in-law for their daughter. Aakhri Pasta, a marriage counselor, brings Jai's parents to
Chintu, but Pasta says the wrong things and Chintu abuses Jai's father, who suffers a heart attack. Jai
seeks revenge, which turns into a comedic disaster. A comedy of errors wherein four men help each
other to fool their prospective father-in-laws creating a cascade of confusion and mayhem. The film
is itself boring and of course Sajid Khan as a director is creatively blank as he had only copy and
paste to paste to offer.......working on a original script or offering something creatively new is not his
cup of tea. I tried watching this movie but can't be able to watch more than 10 minutes as it is so
dumb as useless movie to watch. Also the music of the movie is no creativity as the song "Papa tau
band" music is lifted from the English movie "Hop"..........No storyline.....No great acting......and even
the movie is low on entertaining values......for me it is a not to watch movie. I don't understand why
Bollywood waste so much money, time and resources to churn out these type of movies....is there
any type of race to churn out 100 - 200 movies every year..... Do you want to forget your worries for
2 1/2 hours? Do you wish to escape to a fantasy land full of entertainment? Do you want to laugh
after every two minutes for two hours?
If your answer is yes to all of the above, and you relish Manmohan Desai type movies, Housefull 2 is
your cup of tea. Forget pretensions of a pregnant wife seeking revenge against an armed terrorist
(the implausible Kahaani) or selling boredom by copying a classic (Shanghai). Sajid Khan's latest
offering does not even venture remotely to this territory.
The basic plot is known to all by now, I guess. A son (Shreyas) seeks revenge against his father's
humiliation in the hands of a tycoon (Rishi Kapooor) due to a misunderstanding caused by a
bumbling marriage bureau honcho (Chunkey) in London. He seeks the help of his friends Jolly
(Riteish), Max (John) and Sunny (Akshay) with hilarious consequences. I will not spoil the fun by
divulging anything more to you.
Despite some corny lines and one or two cheap scenes thrown in here and there, Sajid's "Housefull
2" is about a clean comedy overall. His trump card is Akshay Kumar. My god, I have no words to
describe this man's performance. He is the best of the best. John does great and I believe he comes
to his best with Akshay around. Riteish is splendid. Shreyas does well too. Of the veterans, Rishi and
Mithun scores best followed by Randhir and Boman. Asin is the best among the lot although Zarine is
the topmost in terms of looks among the ladies.
A fantastic movie with no strings attached, Housefull 2 is a loud, funny comedy. Waiting for Housefull
3 with bated breath. 646f9e108c
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